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  Results

● For all pathogens, the model using only climate variables most accurately predicts pathogen abundance in the 
environment, meaning we will be able to predict changes in pathogen abundance due to climate change. 

● Pathogens that have specific niches in their environments were generally more accurately predicted than more 
diverse genera. To improve the models, we need more information about the environmental properties that specific 
pathogens within diverse genera are likely to track. 

● We will continue to develop these models to forecast changes in pathogenic bacteria across space and time with 
environmental changes. 

Discussion and Conclusions

Research Questions
1. Are soil properties a better predictor of overall pathogen abundance than 

climate properties?
2. Can we predict the relative abundance of individual genera that we know 

track certain environmental properties? 

Can we predict the presence of 
pathogenic bacteria in soils?                    
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▲ Figure 2: Relative abundance across all samples for all aggregated 
genera (n = 28) observed vs. predicted for each class of model 

 ▲ Figure 4: Examples of individual pathogens that the models predicted well (left) and poorly (right) and information about the pathogens 

Methods
● Previously published soil sample data[1]: 16S rDNA sequence data (Illumina) 

and environmental data; 4 sites (Figure 1)

● Made exact sequence variants tables (count sequences that are exactly the 
same in each sample)

● Assigned taxonomy with GreenGenes database, aggregated taxonomy counts 
by genus, found each genus’ relative abundance in each sample

● Subset for medically-relevant genera (n = 28)
● Created models with beta regression incorporating climate variables (taken 

from the WorldClim database), soil variables (from the studies), and both 
climate and soil variables 
○ climate: mean annual temperature/precipitation[2], variance of mean annual 

temperature/ precipitation, mean diurnal range (mean of monthly (max temp 
- min temp))

○ soil: pH[2], percent carbon[2], percent nitrogen[3]

● Used R2 values to determine fit of models; scores above 0.3 are acceptable

Figure 1: Locations of sample sites analyzed. 
The colored dots in this figure correspond to the 
locations of each sample site in Figures 2 and 4.

Research Question 1: Climate properties are better predictors of pathogen abundance than soil properties.

Research Question 2: Predictive ability for genera depends on breadth of environmental niche.
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Soils are reservoirs for pathogenic bacteria such as Klebsiella, Mycobacterium, and 
Staphylococcus. Different taxa of bacteria thrive under different environmental 
conditions such as nutrient availability, temperature, and moisture. It is important to be 
able to predict the presence of these bacteria in the environment to better prevent 
infection. We tested the hypothesis that we can use environmental data to predict the 
abundance of pathogenic bacteria in soils. To do this, we used previously published 
data on the relative abundance of bacterial taxa from a global soil microbiome study 
and fit regression models to the data with various combinations of soil properties and 
climate properties. We found that climate properties are the better predictors for the 
presence of pathogenic bacteria. In the future, this data will assist us in forecasting 
the changes in these opportunistic taxa across space and time with environmental 
change.
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